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2 of 2 review helpful Great prose but unclear lines between fact and fiction By M B Not having read Ryszard Kapu ci 
ski before I picked this book up because I was interested in learning more about The Soccer War after I heard a BBC 
podcast about it Knowing the book only had a single article about the Soccer War I decided to read it anyway because 
the other topics seemed interesting While other reviewers Part diary and part reportage The Soccer War is a 
remarkable chronicle of war in the late twentieth century Between 1958 and 1980 working primarily for the Polish 
Press Agency Kapuscinski covered twenty seven revolutions and coups in Africa Latin America and the Middle East 
Here with characteristic cogency and emotional immediacy he recounts the stories behind his official press dispatches 
mdash searing firsthand accounts of the frightening grotesque an From Publishers Weekly Journalism at its most 
incisive these phosphorescent dispatches from the front investigate Third World wars of 1958 1976 probing the forces 
of political repression and societies stagnating or in the throes of change Like a contemporary 
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